**Planned Ship Route & Forecast**

**Sunday 11/29 Ship Transit**
Waves: NE 5-9 ft
Winds: N 20-30 kts (decreasing through the day)
Overcast low, clear mid and high
Rain clearing before noon

**Monday 11/30 Ship Transit**
Waves: N becoming E 3-5 ft
Winds: W 5-15 kts
Scattered-broken low, overcast mid, overcast then clearing high
Scattered showers possible

**Tuesday 12/1 WHOI**
Waves: E 3-5 ft
Winds: NE 10-20 kts
Scattered-overcast low, clear mid, on the edge of overcast high
No precip expected

**Wednesday 11/25 @ S7**
Waves: SSE 7-12 ft
Winds: SE 10-20 kts
Scattered at all levels
Scattered showers

**Thursday 11/26 Ship Transit**
Waves: N 9-12 ft
Winds: N 20-30 kts
Overcast low and high, clearing mid as front pushes through
Rain clearing before noon

**Friday 11/27 Ship/C-130 Transit**
Waves: ENE 5-9 ft
Winds: E 10-20 kts
Overcast low, clear mid, on the edge of overcast high
No precip expected

**Saturday 11/28 Ship Transit**
Waves: ESE 5-9 ft
Winds: S 15-25 kts
Scattered-broken low, broken-overcast mid, overcast high
Rain, possibly heavy at times

**Sunday 11/29 Ship Transit**
Waves: NE 5-9 ft
Winds: N 20-30 kts (decreasing through the day)
Overcast low, clear mid and high
Rain clearing before noon